
 

 

Erdogan’s Turkey juggles past grandeur, current challenges and future ambitions 

by Dennis Sammut 

Next year the Turkish Republic will celebrate the 100th anniversary of its establishment. That state 

emerged from the ashes of WW1 to become the successor of the Ottoman Empire.  

Turkey’s founder, Mustafa Kamal Ataturk wanted to draw a line between the two. The new Republic 

was to be secular, consolidated around the Anatolian heartlands and the Turkish population that lived 

there, and with a strong army at its heart. Moving the capital city from Istanbul to Ankara was an 

expression of the change between the old and the new state, and Ataturk’s vision became state 

ideology. 

Despite this most Turks see the Republic as the latest chapter of a much longer history, and glorious 

history. The present Turkish government, led by president Recip Tayip Erdogan, now enthusiastically 

promotes this narrative, in the process wrapping itself in the grandeur of Ottoman times, with less 

than subtle hints that it seeks to return to this past’s might and glory – a time when the name of the 

Turk brought fear and respect throughout the world.  

This ambition to restore past glory became the big project of president Erdogan, especially in the last 

decade. Whilst many associate Erdogan with the resurgence of Turkey’s Islamic identity this needs to 

be seen as part of a wider strategy at home and abroad. Like the Ottoman Sultans, who doubled up as 

Caliphs of the Muslim ummah, Erdogan plays to Islamic sensibilities to consolidate his position at home 

and strengthen his influence abroad. The process has been dotted with gestures and symbolisms:  

some necessary and overdue, such as empowering young women wearing the hejab to study at 

universities and pursue careers in the civil service; others unnecessary and divisive, such as converting  

Hagia Sofia – the Church that was the heart of the Byzantine Empire, and that Sultan Mehmed had 

turned into a Mosque in 1493 and Ataturk into a Museum in 1934 – back into a working Mosque. 

Domestic agenda 

Erdogan’s promotion of Turkey’s Muslim identity has enabled him to connect with the masses in the 

Anatolian heartlands, and in the suburbs of big cities like Istanbul and Ankara, achieving a popularity 

that other Turkish politicians in the present and past, could only dream of. Over the last two decades, 

Recip Tayip Erdogan and his AK Party have shaken Turkish politics and society, putting an end to the 

excessive influence of the military, re-defining the foundations of the secular system inherited from 

Ataturk, and shaking up the economic fundamentals to empower a new class of business persons 

turning Turkey into an export powerhouse. Some argue that a lot of what Erdogan has done was long 

overdue and continue to hail him and his government as reformist. But the journey has not been 

smooth. Social unrest, a lingering armed insurgency by Kurdish militants in the south east of the 

country, attempted coups, and perennial economic crisis have provided the backdrop for the AK party 

dominance.  

The attempted failed coup of July 2016 is a milestone in modern Turkish politics. The fallout has re-

defined Turkey, and opened a new chapter in its modern history. Whilst Turkey has a long history of 

military coups, the Turkey of 2016 was not the Turkey of 1981. On its own the military would have 

stood no chance of success. But the involvement of the Gulen Movement in the coup gave it a much 

wider scope, and made it much more dangerous. In the end it was a botched coup. The Movement, 

which presented itself as an education and social movement with moderate Islamic ideas was a façade 

for a deeply entrenched sect that spread its tentacles across the Turkish state and beyond. In the 

aftermath of the coup the Gulenist spider network was exposed, and the clampdown resulted in 



 

 

thousands of arrests and the purge of tens of thousands from the armed forces and the civil service. 

Because the Gulenists had initially been close to Erdogan and his AK Party, the rupture was even more 

painful and costly, and the Turkish government has been criticised for excesses as it purged the country 

of what had become a shady parallel state. 

Even so, Turkey remains by and large a functioning democracy where most people still believe that a 

government can be changed through the ballot box. But following constitutional changes, Erdogan has 

now accumulated a lot of power in the presidency, with few checks and balances. Many anti-Erdogan 

supporters describe forthcoming presidential and parliamentary elections, also scheduled for next 

year, as being the last chance to curtail the powers of Erdogan and his AK party. 

Economic ambitions and disappointments 

Those elections are likely to be determined by the economy. Here the record of the AK party 

government is mixed. Erdogan’s ambition is to make Turkey one of the 10 largest world economies, 

through industrial production and exports. In 2021 it stood in 21st place, in between two much smaller 

countries, Switzerland and Taiwan. In 2021, Turkey’s exports exceeded 221 billion USD and economic 

growth hovered around double digits. But Erdogan’s monetary policy has been controversial, leading 

to a collapse of the lira and pressure on the Central Bank. Many Turks are feeling the pinch and this 

may have an immediate and direct consequence on Erdogan’s popularity and his performance, and 

that of his party, in next year’s polls. 

Turkey’s identity and role in the world. 

However it is perhaps in the domain of foreign policy that Erdogan has made his strongest mark. There 

is one word which describes Erdogan’s Turkey foreign policy: ambitious. Weather or not this ambition 

is justified is a matter of opinion, but friends and foes alike have in recent years had to take notice. 

Pre-Erdogan Turkey was, during the cold war, a solid bulwark against communism having been a key 

NATO country, with the second largest army in the alliance – smaller only to the American one. It kept 

largely aloof from middle east politics, but had a solid relationship with Israel; its relationship with 

Europe was ambivalent – on the one hand it for a long time it sought EU membership, but never really 

made the effort to satisfy the criteria for membership to be considered seriously. Beyond that on the 

global stage its ambitions were moderate as was its diplomatic footprint. This all changed under the 

AK Party government, when Turkish foreign policy became much more assertive, often bringing it at 

odds with the interests of others, including allies and neighbours. 

Turkey continues to pay lip service to EU membership, and in 2004 it was accepted as a candidate 

country. But both sides appear to be reconciled that membership in the short to medium term is 

unrealistic. Since 2016 president Erdogan has managed to build a close personal relationship with 

Russia’s president Vladimir Putin. This has put shivers up the spine of western countries. Turkey 

remains an important NATO country. This relationship remains the cornerstone of Turkish defence and 

foreign policy regardless of the stresses brought about by Ankara’s new foreign policy ambitions. As 

recently as a few days ago, president Erdogan, speaking about the stand-off between NATO and Russia 

on Ukraine, emphasised that if necessary Turkey will play its role and do its duty as a NATO ally. Whilst 

Erdogan may have squeezed the military elite on most issues, making them more compliant, on the 

issue of NATO membership he understands that the Turkish military will not compromise, and so 

instead he walks a fine line making sure everyone understands that Turkey may be an awkward ally, 

but always a loyal one. 



 

 

Closer to home Turkey pursues a very active foreign policy. Erdogan’s Turkey did not instigate the Arab 

spring, but once it happened it tried to ride on its wave. This brought it in confrontation with those 

who were against the expansion of the power of Islamists, especially in Syria, Egypt and Tunisia. In the 

dispute that arose between Qatar and other GCC countries, Turkey sided with Qatar. For a while these 

alliances threatened to polorise the Middle East across new fault lines. Fortunately common sense 

prevailed. Qatar is now reconciled with Saudi Arabia and the UAE, and so is Turkey. Everyone seems 

to understand that regardless of differences, it is necessary to work together in the face of huge 

challenges – political, economic, military and environmental – not to mention the pandemic. 

The visit of Recip Tayip Erdogan to Abu Dhabi is therefore both timely and of great significance. Turkey 

and UAE have much that they can do together. The two are different and can compliment each other 

in many ways. A strategic understanding between Abu Dhabi and Ankara can be a game changer. There 

is still a lot of work to be done to achieve this, and some underlying problems persist, but the potential 

is there. With Saudi Arabia too reconciliation is on the way. Both Riyadh and Ankara these days give 

less prominence to their ambition to lead the Muslim Ummah and that lessens the friction between 

them. 

From a Turkish perspective, the rapprochement with the UAE and Saudi Arabia is part of a wider effort 

to fix problems with the neighbours. Turkey has launched negotiations with neighbouring Armenia. 

The two do not have diplomatic relations and their land borders are closed. Reconciliation has been 

tried several times before without success, but Turkish diplomats this time round are confident that 

progress will be made soon. Turkey is also seeking to mend relations with Israel. What were once close 

and warm relations deteriorated significantly under the AK party government, as Erdogan became 

more vocal in his support for the Palestinians and critical of Israel. Again it seems that both sides want 

to turn the page. Relations with Greece are more complicated since they relate to a number of 

territorial disputes in the Aegean and the long running problem of Cyprus – and that is just to begin 

with. But here too there is a distinct change of mood, with both sides ready to talk diplomacy. The 

problem in Syria, and the partly related problem of the Kurds remain more difficult to crack, and it is 

likely that Erdogan does not have the political will or stamina to push for long term solutions of these 

two issues, and will instead muddle along.  

However, by trying to resolve outstanding problems in its immediate neighbourhood Turkey may be 

giving itself space to be more active further afield, in Africa, Asia, and even Latin America as part of its 

ambition to become a global player. Turkey has been deploying a mix of soft and hard power to 

increase its influence. It is also in search of markets for its expanding arms industry where it is carving 

for itself a niche as supplier of high tech but relatively cheap equipment, that suit well countries that 

do not have unlimited budgets for their arms procurement. The highly effective use that Azerbaijan 

made of Turkish drone technology in its war with Armenia in Autumn 2020 has impressed many 

countries who have been rushing to buy the new technology. It has also just been announced that 

Turkey is working to adapt its drone technology to mini submarines, thus introducing the prospect of 

game changing weaponry for navies across the world. 

Searching for a size that fits it. 

All this suggests that Turkey will increasingly be looking for a much more prominent role for itself on 

the world stage going forward. But there remains a lot of ambiguity what agenda this new 

prominence will promote given Turkey’s often contradictory stance on a number of issues: a loyal but 

awkward ally of the US and NATO; a close economic partner but cultural adversary of Europe; a 

strategic partner of Russia whilst being at loggerheads with Russian interests in Syria, Libya, the 



 

 

Caucasus and of course Ukraine; a friend of the Arab countries but with an intricate relationship with 

Iran. 

Another important question is to what extent Turkey’s ambitions will remain so high after Erdogan. 

Quite when and how Erdogan will make way to a successor, and in what circumstances, is a matter of 

intense speculation. If the transition is to a political ally, a measure of continuity is guaranteed. If the 

AK party loses next year’s elections a new government will try to create a distance from current 

politics, including in international affairs. But probably only symbolically. The appetite of Turks for 

regional and international prominence has been roused, and there is not going to be any dramatic 

stepping back on most issues. But Erdogan’s shrewdness, sense of purpose and his ability to connect 

with the people have been central to the way the Turkish government has conducted itself 

domestically and internationally for the last two decades. His will be a hard act to follow. 
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